Abstract-After analyzing current status of automatic marking methods for programming questions, a novel script-based approach was proposed for designing marking rule. This paper studied the design and implementation of an automatic marking system. The system marks console programs written in a plurality of programming languages. It is composed of two parts, a dynamic-test module and a static-test module based on the script-based approach. Code-marking rules are written in script files. In the dynamic-test module, the programs of the students are compiled, executed and marked with test cases. In the static-test module, the script files are analyzed and executed with both the programs and the outputs of the dynamic-test module. Suggests would be given to improve the quality of those console programs. Experiments showed that the static-test module enhances functions of the marking system.
//若匹配通过，1个得分点 5 6 string s2[] = {"int", "main", "(", ")", "{", "<fs>", "}"}; 7 FoundSeries(0, s2, point); 8 9 string s3[] = {"scanf", "<or>", "gets", "<or>", "getchar", "(", "<fs>", ")", ";"}; 10 FoundSeries(0, s3, point); 11 12 string s4[] = {"printf", "<or>", "puts", "<or>", "putchar", "(", "<fs>", ")", ";"}; 13 FoundSeries(0, s4, point); 14 15 string s5[] = {"int", "<or>", "char", "<or>", "float", "<id>", "<fs>", ";"}; 16 FoundSeries(0, s5, point); 17 18 string s6[] = {"if", "(", "<fs>", ")"}; 19 string s6_2[] = {"?", "<fs>", ":"}; 20 string s6_3[] = {"switch", "(", "<fs>", ")", "{", "case", "<fs>", ":", "<fs>", "}"}; 21 FoundSeries3(0, s6, s6_2, s6_3, point); 22 23 string s7[] = {"for", "(", "<fs>", ";", "<fs>", ";", "<fs>", ")"}; 24 string s7_2[] = {"while", "(", "<fs>", ")"}; 25 string s7_3[] = {"do", "<fs>", "while", "(", "<fs>", ")", ";"}; 26 FoundSeries3(0, s7, s7_2, s7_3, point); 27 28 Compile( point );
//若编译通过，1个得分点 29 //PrintEvaluation(binJudgeData, strSourceCode, strCompileResult); 
